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a b s t r a c t
We study open-shop scheduling problems with job release times. The objective is to
minimize themakespan. Dense schedules, easy to construct, are often used as approximate
solutions. Performance ratios of the makespans from dense schedules and that of the
optimal schedule of the problem are used to evaluate the quality of approximate schedules.
It is conjectured (proved for a limited number of machines) that this performance ratio is
bounded above by (2−1/m) form-machine open-shopproblemswithout job release times.
In this paper, we extend the conjecture to open-shop problems with job release times. The
results proved in this paper are: 1. Dense schedule performance ratio is bounded above
by 2 for three-machine open-shop problems with job release times; 2. The conjectured
performance ratio upper bound of 5/3 is proved for two special cases of three-machine
open-shop problems with job release times; 3. A performance ratio upper bound of 7/4 is
proved for three-machine problems.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In a shop scheduling model we are given m ≥ 2 machines and n jobs. Each job consists of a number of operations, each
to be processed on a specified machine for a specific amount of time. Each machine processes no more than one job at a
time, and each job is processed on at most one machine at a time. No pre-emption is allowed in processing any operation,
i.e. once started, the processing of any operation must not be interrupted before it is completed.
Traditionally, in scheduling theory three basic shop scheduling models are considered: job-shop, flow-shop and open-
shop. In the job-shop setting, each job consists of a chain of a number of operations with specified order, each of which
should be processed by a specified machine. The flow-shop is a special case of the job-shop where the operation chains
of all jobs consist of exactly m operations, one on each of m machines, and the orders are the same for all these jobs. The
open-shop differs from the flow-shop in the sense that the operations of jobs can be processed in any order.
For each of the three models, one of the well-known objectives is to minimize the makespan, the time when the last
job is completed. Following a standard notation [4], we denote these problems by J||Cmax, F ||Cmax, and O||Cmax, respectively.
All these three problems are strongly NP-hard [4]. Therefore, it is important to develop efficient polynomial approximation
algorithms. Usually, the quality of a polynomial approximation algorithm is measured by its worst-case performance ratio
sup Cmax(S)C∗ , where Cmax(S) is themakespan of a schedule S found by the algorithm, C∗ is the correspondingminimumpossible
makespan, and the supremum is taken over all problem instances.
Recently, it has been discovered that finding a guaranteed good approximate solution for any shop scheduling problem is
as difficult as finding an optimal one. It is shown in [2] that, unless P = NP , there is no polynomial approximation algorithm
for any of these shop scheduling problems with a worst-case performance ratio less than 5/4.
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Nevertheless, there is an interesting simple class of shop schedules that can be constructed by a greedy algorithm. A
schedule is said to be dense, if it satisfies the following condition: If any machine Mi is idle at time t , then all jobs, that are
processed onMi after time t must be processed at time t on machines other thanMi. It is observed [5] that the makespan of
any dense open-shop schedule is at most twice that of the optimal one. It is conjectured that, for m ≥ 2, the makespan of
any dense open-shop schedule is at most 2− 1/m times the optimal makespan [10]. This conjecture has been proved for up
tom ≤ 6 [8]. It is shown in [1,6] that the bound of 2− 1/m cannot be further reduced.
Up until now, all jobs are assumed to be available at time zero. Consider the open-shop with jobs arriving at different
release times, no pre-emptions allowed, and the makespan as the objective to be minimized — that is, Om|rj|Cmax. Lawer et
al. [3] prove that O2|rj|Cmax is strong NP-hard. In this paper we study dense schedules for the problem with arrival times,
which can be easily constructed by the following greedy algorithm: being from the initial time and whenever a machine
becomes available, select one of the released and available jobs to process on the machine and avoid unnecessary idleness.
Obviously dense schedule is not unique. We conjecture that the makespan of any dense schedule is at most 2− 1/m times
that of the optimal one when jobs are released at different times. Chen [7] proves that the performance ratio of any dense
schedule is bounded above by 3/2 for problem O2|rj|Cmax. In this paper we study the performance ratio of dense schedules
for O3|rj|Cmax.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After introducing necessary notations and giving preliminaries in Section 2,
we prove that the conjecture is true for two special kinds of dense schedules for problem O3|rj|Cmax. A weaker bound of 2 is
established in Section 3. In Section 4 we improve the bound of 2 to 74 in general and to
5
3 for its special cases. We conclude
the paper in Section 5 and provide the complete proof of Theorem 4 in the Appendix.
2. Notation and preliminaries
We now formally describe the open-shop scheduling model. Let M = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mm} be the set of machines and
N = {1, 2, . . . , n} the set of jobs. Each job j is available at time rj, consists of a set {O1,j, . . . ,Om,j} of operations, and operation
Oi,j has to be processed on machineMi for pi,j time units. Without loss of generality, we assume that
0 = r1 ≤ r2 ≤ · · · ≤ rn.
TheworkloadWi of machineMi is the total processing time of all operations assigned to themachine, i.e.,Wi =∑nj=1 pi,j.
The length Pj of job j is the total processing time of all the operations of the job j, i.e.,Pj =∑mi=1 pi,j.
A schedule S of the problem can be identified as a set of intervals {I(Oi,j), i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , n}, where
I(Oi,j) = [Bi,j, Ci,j), Bi,j and Ci,j is the start and completion time of operation Oi,j, respectively, with Ci,j − Bi,j = pi,j. A
machineMi is said to be busy at time t if t ∈ ⋃nj=1[Bi,j, Ci,j), otherwise we say that machineMi is idle at time t . Let Cmax(S)
and C∗ denote the makespan of S and the optimal makespan of the problem, respectively. It is easy to verify the following.
C∗ ≥ max
j∈N
(rj + Pj), (2.1)
C∗ ≥ max
1≤j≤n
max
1≤i≤m
{
rj +
n∑
k=j
pi,k
}
, (2.2)
and
C∗ ≥ max
1≤i≤m
{
n∑
k=1
pi,k
}
= max
1≤i≤m
{Wi}, (2.3)
which is a special case of (2.2) when j = 1.
Definition 2.1. An idle interval I = [b, e) on machineMi for a given schedule S is called reasonable if one of the following
conditions holds for job j, j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
(1) Job j has been finished on machineMi before time b, i.e. Ci,j ≤ b; or
(2) Job j is being processed on a machine other thanMi at any time t in I , i.e. , I ⊆⋃i′ 6=i[Bi′,j, Ci′,j); or
(3) Job j released after time e, i.e. rj ≥ e.
A schedule S is dense if all idle intervals are reasonable.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that release time rj, j = 1, 2, . . . , n does not belong to any idle interval. If it
happens, we can simply break the idle interval into smaller intervals at the release times.
For schedule S, we also define
Li(t ′, t ′′) = total idle time on machineMi between times t ′ and t ′′
for t ′ ≤ t ′′, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
Obviously,
Li(0, rj) ≤ rj, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (2.4)
Let S be a dense schedule for problem Om|rj|Cmax. The following three lemmas are straightforward by the definition of a
dense schedule.
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Lemma 1. If Oi,j is processed in [Bi,j, Ci,j), then
Li(rj, Bi,j) ≤
∑
{k:Ok,j∈Fi,j}
pk,j,
where Fi,j = {Ok,j : Ck,j ≤ Bi,j} is the set of operations for job j that have been finished before operation Oi,j starts.
Lemma 2. If m machines are not idle simultaneously in a time interval [a, b), then
m∑
i=1
Li(a, b) ≤ (m− 1)(b− a).
Lemma 3. Let Midle(t) ≥ 1 be the number of machines that are idle at time t. Then there are at most m−Midle(t) jobs that are
released before t will be processed on these idle machines after t.
As a special case when Midle(t) = m, i.e. all machines are idle at time t, then jobs released before t must all be completed by
time t.
3. Weaker bound for O3|rj|Cmax
We now study the performance ratio of a dense schedule for three-machine open-shop problem with job release times.
Without loss of generality, we assume that machineM3 terminates the dense schedule S.
In the first theorem, we prove that the conjecture is true if there is no idle time onM3 after the last job’s release time rn.
Theorem 1. Suppose there is no idle time on M3 after rn. Then
Cmax/C∗ ≤ 2− 13 . (3.1)
Proof. If there is no idle time on machineM3, then S is optimal, since
Cmax = L3(0, Cmax)+W3 = W3 ≤ C∗.
Otherwise, let I = [b, e) be the last idle interval on machineM3, then I ⊆ [rk−1, rk) for some job k, 2 ≤ k ≤ n.
If all jobs in {1, 2, . . . , k− 1} are finished before time e, then e = rk. From inequality (2.2) we have
Cmax = rk + p3,k + p3,k+1 + · · · + p3,n ≤ C∗,
which implies (3.1). Otherwise, we assume that there are g jobs in {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} that still need to be processed on M3
starting from time e. Because S is dense, these jobs must be on other machines during the time interval I , and therefore,
g ≤ 2. We assume these jobs to be {j1, . . . , jg}, with
1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jg ≤ k− 1.
We consider the following two cases.
Case 1. There is a job j ∈ {j1, . . . , jg} such that p3,j ≥ C∗/3.
OnM3 which terminates the schedule, we have
Cmax = W3 + L3(0, rj)+ L3(rj, e)
≤ C∗ + rj + p1,j + p2,j (by Lemma 1)
= C∗ + rj + Pj − p3,j
≤ (2− 1/3)C∗ (by (2.1)),
which proves (3.1).
Case 2. For any
j ∈ {j1, . . . , jg}, p3,j < C∗/3. (3.2)
We get
Cmax ≤ rk + p3,j1 + · · · + p3,jg + p3,k + p3,k+1 + · · · + p3,n
≤ C∗ + p3,j1 + · · · + p3,jg (by (2.2))
≤ C∗ + (g/3)C∗, (by (3.2))
which, together with g ≤ 2, implies (3.1). 
In the next theorem, we consider a dense schedule with idle times on machineM3 after the last job’s release time.
Theorem 2. Suppose there exist idle times on machine M3 after time rn. If there is a job j processed on M3 after the last idle time
with p3,j ≥ C∗/3, then (3.1) holds.
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Fig. 1. The optimal schedule of the 3-job instance with makespan of 6.
Fig. 2. A dense schedule of the 3-job instance with makespan of 8.
Fig. 3. The optimal schedule of the 4-job instance with makespan of 3.
Fig. 4. A dense schedule of the 4-job instance with makespan of 5.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Case 2 in Theorem 1. 
In Theorem 3, we can see that a weaker bound of 2 holds for three-machine open-shop with job release times.
Theorem 3. The makespan of any dense schedule for problem O3|rj|Cmax is less than 2 times that of the optimal schedule.
Proof. Let j ∈ N terminate the schedule and its last operation processed onM3, i.e. Cmax = C3,j. We have
Cmax ≤ rj +W3 + L3(rj, Cmax)
≤ rj +W3 + p1,j + p2,j (by Lemma 1)
< rj +W3 + Pj ≤ C∗ + C∗ = 2C∗,
by inequalities (2.1) and (2.3). 
The following instance shows the bound of 2 is not tight.
Instance. Consider three machines and three jobs with the processing times specified by vectors P1, P2, P3, respectively,
P1 = (3, 2, 1), P2 = (1, 2, 2), P3 = (1, 1, 2),
and the release times are r1 = r3 = 0, r2 = 1. For the problem, an optimal schedule and a dense schedule are given in
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. We have Cmax/C∗ = 43 < 2.
If we consider four jobs with the processing times specified by vectors P1, P2, P3, P4, respectively,
P1 = (0, 1, 1), P2 = (1, 0, 1), P3 = (1, 1, 0), P4 = (1, 1, 1),
and the release times are r1 = r2 = r3 = 0. For this problem, an optimal schedule and a dense schedule are given in Figs. 3
and 4, respectively. We have Cmax/C∗ = 53 < 2. 
Remark: The results of Theorems 1–3 can be easily generalized tommachines.
4. Improved bound for O3|rj|Cmax
In this section we further consider the three-machine open-shop problems with job release times. Assume that machine
M3 terminates the schedule. When m = 3, we have 2 − 1/m = 5/3. The next theorem indicates that the ratio is 7/4, the
difference of which from 5/3 is only 0.08333.
Theorem 4. The makespan of any dense schedule for the three-machine open-shop with job release times is at most 7/4 times
that of an optimal schedule.
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Proof. Detailed proof will be given in the Appendix because of its length. 
Now we give two classes of three-machine problems that the performance ratio can actually achieve the bound of 5/3.
The first case is when the processing times are independent of machines. The problem is denoted by O3|rj, pi,j = pj|Cmax
which is proved to be NP-hard [11].
Theorem 5. For any dense schedule of problem O3|rj, pi,j = pj|Cmax, there holds that Cmax/C∗ ≤ 5/3.
Proof. We only need to consider Case 2 in the proof of Theorem 4. Let I = [b, e) be the last idle interval on machine M3.
Because of the density of S, j1 and j2 have been processed right before e onM2 andM1, respectively. Due to the condition of
Case 2, any two machines have no common idle between [rj2 , e) andM1 andM2 have no common idle during [rj1 , rj2).
First let us consider the subcase in which p1,j1 ≤ p1,j2 . Suppose L2(rj2 , e) = 0. We have
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L1(0, rj2)+ L1(rj2 , e)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 , (4.1)
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L2(0, rj2)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 , (4.2)
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e). (4.3)
Summing up (4.1)–(4.3) and taking into account the following two inequalities:
L1(0, rj2)+ L2(0, rj2)+ L3(0, rj2) ≤ 2rj2
and
L1(rj2 , e)+ L3(rj2 , e) ≤ p1,j2 + p2,j2 ,
we get
3Cmax ≤ 3C∗ + 2rj2 + pj2 + p3,j2 + 2p3,j1
≤ 3C∗ + 2(rj2 + pj2) ≤ 5C∗,
which proves the theorem.
Next we assume L2(rj2 , e) > 0. According to the density, L1(rj2 , e) = 0. We can prove Theorem 5 similarly by exchanging
M1 andM2.
Now consider the other subcase in which p1,j1 > p1,j2 . Suppose that M1 and M3 have common idle during [rj1 , rj2) and
let I1 = [b1, e1) be the last common idle interval. We have I1 ⊆ [rl−1, rl), where rj1 < rl ≤ rj2 . After e1, there is at most one
job j1 released before rl is processed on M3. According to the density, we have L1(rj2 , e) = L2(rj2 , e) = 0 and the following
two inequalities
Cmax ≤ rl +
n∑
k=l
p1k + L1(rl, rj2)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2
≤ C∗ + L1(rl, rj2)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 , (4.4)
Cmax = W3 + L3(0, rj1)+ L3(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e)≤ C∗ + rj1 + L3(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e). (4.5)
Summing up (4.4) and (4.5), together with the fact that
L1(rl, rj2)+ L3(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e) ≤ p1,j1 + p2,j1 ,
we have
2Cmax ≤ 2C∗ + rj1 + pj1 + p3,j2 ≤ 10/3C∗,
which proves Theorem 5.
Next we assume M1 and M3 have no common idle during [rj1 , rj2). At this time, if M2 and M3 have common idle during[rj1 , rj2) and let I1 = [b1, e1) be the last common idle interval, thenwe have I1 ⊆ [rl−1, rl), where rl ≤ rj2 . Letµ be the length
of the processing time for O1,j1 before rl (if any). From the density, it follows that
L1(rj2 , e)+ L3(rj2 , e) ≤ p1,j2 + p2,j2 ,
L2(rj1 , rl)+ L3(rj1 , rl) ≤ rl − rj1 + µ (4.6)
and
L1(rl, rj2)+ L2(rl, rj2)+ L3(rl, rj2) ≤ rj2 − rl. (4.7)
In addition, after e1 both M2 and M3 process one job j1 released before rl. Thus the idle length of M2 after rl is less than
p1,j1 + p2,j1 − µ. We obtain
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L1(0, rj1)+ L1(rl, rj2)+ L1(rj2 , e)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 ,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L2(0, rj1)+ L2(rj1 , rl)+ p1,j1 + p2,j1 − µ,
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and
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, rj1)+ L3(rj1 , rl)+ L3(rl, rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e).
Summing up the inequalities above, together with Lemma 2, (4.6) and (4.7), we have
3Cmax ≤ 3C∗ + 2rj1 + pj1 + p3,j2 + p1,j1 + p2,j1
≤ 3C∗ + 2(rj1 + pj1) ≤ 5C∗,
which proves the bound of 5/3. Otherwise, ifM2 andM3 have no idle during [rj1 , rj2), we can prove Theorem 5 similarly to
the subcase where p1,j1 ≤ p1,j2 . 
The second special class of problems is that the number of operations is nomore than 2 for all jobs, which is also NP-hard
[9].
Theorem 6. For problem O3|rj|Cmax, where the number of operations is no more than 2 for all jobs, there holds that Cmax/C∗ ≤
5/3.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 5, we only need to prove for Case 2. According to the density, j1 and j2 have been
processed right before e on M2 and M1, respectively. We have L2(rj1 , rj2) = L2(rj2 , e) = 0. There are two subcases we have
to consider.
Case 2.1.M2 andM3 have no common idle. This yields
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L2(0, rj1)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 , (4.8)
and
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, rj1)+ L3(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e). (4.9)
Summing up (4.8) and (4.9), together with
L2(0, rj1)+ L3(0, rj1) ≤ rj1
and
L3(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e) ≤ p2,j1 ,
we have
2Cmax ≤ 2C∗ + rj1 + pj1 + p3,j2 ≤ 10/3C∗.
Case 2.2. M2 and M3 have common idle. Let I1 = [b1, e1) be the last common idle. We have I1 ⊆ [rl−1, rl), where rl ≤ rj1 .
After e1, there is at least one machine ofM2 andM3 that does not process any job released before rl, sayM2. We obtain that,
Cmax ≤ rl +
n∑
k=l
p2,k + L2(rl, rj1)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2
≤ C∗ + L2(rl, rj1)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 , (4.10)
and
Cmax ≤ rl + L3(rl, rj1)+ L3(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e)+ C∗. (4.11)
Summing up (4.10) and (4.11), together with
rl + L3(rl, rj1)+ L2(rl, rj1) ≤ rj1
and
L3(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e) ≤ p2,j1 ,
we get
2Cmax ≤ 2C∗ + rj1 + pj1 + p3,j2 ≤ 10/3C∗,
which completes the proof. 
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we study dense schedules for three-machine open-shop problems with job release times. We prove that
the makespan of a dense schedule is at most 53 times the optimum schedule if the dense schedule S satisfies either of the
following conditions:
1. There is no idle time on machineM3 after the last job’s release time; or
2. There is a job j processed after the last idle interval onM3 with the processing time p3,j ≥ C∗/3.
We also prove the bound of 2 is an upper bound for the worst-case performance ratio for problem O3|rj|Cmax. An improved
bound of 7/4 is proved in general, and a bound of 5/3 is proved for special caseswhere the processing times are independent
of machines or the number of operations is no more than 2.
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Appendix. Proof of Theorem 4
Theorem 4. The makespan of any dense schedule for the three-machine open-shop with job release times is at most 7/4 times
that of an optimal schedule.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assumemachineM3 terminates the schedule. If there is no idle time on machineM3 after
rn, or there exist idle times on M3 after rn and a job j processed after the last idle interval on M3 with p3,j ≥ C∗/3, then the
theorem is proved due to Theorem 1 or 2, respectively.
Next we consider the situation in which there exist idle times on machine M3 after rn and all jobs j processed after the
last idle time onM3 satisfy p3,j < C∗/3.
We use mathematical induction to prove the theorem for number of jobs n.
For n = 1, the inequality is trivial because Cmax = P1 = C∗. We now assume that the theorem is true for up to n− 1 jobs.
We need to prove the theorem for n jobs.
If all three machines are idle at a certain time, let I = [b, e) be the last such idle interval, then I ⊆ [rk−1, rk) for some
k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n}. Then by Lemma 3, all jobs in {1, 2, 3, . . . , k−1} are finished before time b, and other jobs are not released
until e = rk. We now consider a new problem with only the last n − k + 1 (<n) jobs, with the same processing times and
modified release times as r ′j = rj − rk, for all j = k, k+ 1, . . . , n. Let C ′∗ be the optimal makespan of the new problem with
n− k+ 1 jobs. It is obvious that
C∗ = C ′∗ + rk.
For any dense schedule of the original problem, the processing of the last n− k+ 1 jobs forms a dense schedule for the
new problem, and obviously we have Cmax = C ′max + rk. Since the new problem has less than n jobs, by the induction we
have C ′max/C ′∗ < 7/4. Therefore
Cmax/C∗ = (C ′max + rk)/(C ′∗ + rk) ≤ C ′max/C ′∗ < 7/4,
since C ′max ≥ C ′∗.
Now we assume that three machines are never idle at the same time. Let I = [b, e) be the last idle interval on M3 after
the last job’s release time. i.e. b ≥ rn. The remaining proof is to exhaustively analyze all possible cases. For each possible
case, we will give an upper bound for the performance ratio. At the end, we will find that the largest upper bound for the
three-machine case is 7/4.
Since I ∈ [rn, Cmax) and the schedule is dense, we know that there are at most two jobs onM3 after time e. Based on the
number of jobs after time e on machineM3, we consider Case 1 and Case 2 as follows.
Case 1. There is only one job, say job j, processed after the last idle interval I = [b, e) on machineM3. Because the schedule
is dense, job jmust be just completed from one of the other machines at time e, sayM2. i.e. [B2,j, C2,j) = [B2,j, e).
Case 1.1. C1,j = B2,j. Because of the density, we know
Li(rj, B1,j) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3.
On each of the three machines, we get
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L1(0, rj)+ p2,j + p3,j,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L2(0, rj)+ p1,j + p3,j,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, rj)+ p1,j + p2,j.
Summing up the three inequalities above, noting the fact that there is no common idle time on all three machines which
implies
L1(0, rj)+ L2(0, rj)+ L3(0, rj) ≤ 2rj,
we have
3Cmax ≤ 3C∗ + 2rj + 2Pj ≤ 5C∗,
or
Cmax/C∗ ≤ 5/3.
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Case 1.2. C1,j < B2,j. In this case, we have B2,j ≤ b. It is easy to see that
Li(rj, B1,j) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3,
and
Li(C1,j, B2,j) = 0, i = 2, 3.
The following three situations should be considered.
Case 1.2.1.M2 andM3 have no common idle time up to C1,j.
In this case,
L2(0, C1,j)+ L3(0, C1,j) ≤ rj + p1,j.
We also have
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L2(0, C1,j)+ p3,j
and
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, C1,j)+ p2,j.
Summing up the two, we get
2Cmax ≤ 2C∗ + rj + p1,j + p2,j + p3,j ≤ 3C∗,
or
Cmax/C∗ ≤ 3/2.
Case 1.2.2. M2 and M3 have common idle time before C1,j and the last common idle interval I1 = [b1, e1) ⊆ [B1,j, C1,j).
Also we assume I1 ⊆ [rl−1, rl) for some l > j. After I1, machines M2 and M3 can process at most one job released before I1
(Lemma 3), which can only be job j. Therefore e1 = rl. Also we know that all jobs released before rl, except job j, are finished
fromM2 andM3 by then. On machinesM2 andM3, we have
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L2(0, rj)+ L2(rj, rl)+ L2(rl, C1,j)+ p3,j
≤ C∗ + rj + L2(rj, rl)+ L2(rl, C1,j)+ p3,j,
Cmax ≤ rl +
n∑
k=l
p3,k + L3(rl, C1,j)+ L3(C1,j, e)+ p3,j
≤ C∗ + L3(rl, C1,j)+ p2,j + p3,j.
Note that
L2(rj, rl)+ L2(rl, C1,j)+ L3(rl, C1,j) ≤ p1,j.
Summing up the inequalities above we have
2Cmax ≤ 2C∗ + rj + p1,j + p2,j + 2p3,j ≤ 10/3C∗,
or
Cmax/C∗ ≤ 5/3.
Case 1.2.3. M2 and M3 have common idle time before C1,j and the last common idle interval I1 ⊆ [0, rj). Thus M3 and M2
have no common idle after rj and we have
L2(rj, e)+ L3(rj, e) ≤ p1,j + p2,j.
Again we assume I1 ⊆ [rl−1, rl) for some l ≤ j. From Lemma 3, we know that after time e1, M2 and M3 cannot process
more than one job released before rl. Next we need to consider the following three subcases.
Case 1.2.3.1. By time rl, machineM2 has finished all jobs released before rl. OnM2 andM3, we have
Cmax ≤ rl +
n∑
k=l
p2,k + L2(rl, rj)+ L2(rj, e)+ p3,j
≤ C∗ + L2(rl, rj)+ L2(rj, e)+ p3,j,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, rl)+ L3(rl, rj)+ L3(rj, e)
≤ C∗ + rl + L3(rl, rj)+ L3(rj, e).
Summing up the two inequalities above we have
2Cmax ≤ 2C∗ + rl + (L2(rl, rj)+ L3(rl, rj))+ L2(rj, e)+ L3(rj, e)+ p3,j
≤ 2C∗ + rl + (rj − rl)+ p1,j + p2,j + p3,j ≤ 3C∗,
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or
Cmax/C∗ ≤ 3/2.
Case 1.2.3.2. By time rl, machineM3 has finished all jobs released before rl. The proof is similar to Case 1.2.3.1.
Case 1.2.3.3. After I1, bothM2 andM3 have to process jobs released before rl. According to the density, there is only one such
job, say job k, with rk ≤ rl−1. Let Ii = [bi, ei) be the other common idle intervals ofM2 andM3 before I1, and λi be the length
of Ii, i = 2, 3, . . . , r . We have
L2(0, rj)+ L3(0, rj) ≤ rj +
r∑
i=1
λi.
If
∑r
i=1 λi ≤ C∗/3, we get
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L2(0, rj)+ L2(rj, e)+ p3,j,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, rj)+ L3(rj, e),
and the sum becomes
2Cmax ≤ 2C∗ + rj +
r∑
i=1
λi + p3,j ≤ 10/3C∗,
or
Cmax/C∗ ≤ 5/3.
If
∑r
i=1 λi > C∗/3, we have
rk + p1,k ≥
r∑
i=1
λi > C∗/3.
Because rk + Pk ≤ C∗, it follows that
p2,k + p3,k ≤ 2/3C∗.
We obtain on machinesM2 andM3,
Cmax ≤ rl +
n∑
h=l
p2,h + p2,k + L2(rl, rj)+ L2(rj, e)+ p3,j
≤ C∗ + p2,k + L2(rl, rj)+ L2(rj, e)+ p3,j,
Cmax ≤ rl +
n∑
h=l
p3,h + p3,k + L3(rl, rj)+ L3(rj, e)
≤ C∗ + p3,k + L3(rl, rj)+ L3(rj, e),
with the sum
2Cmax ≤ 2C∗ + (rj − rl)+ p2,k + p3,k + Pj
≤ 2C∗ + rj + Pj −
r∑
i=1
λi + p2,k + p3,k
≤ 3C∗ − 1/3C∗ + 2/3C∗ ≤ 10/3C∗,
or
Cmax/C∗ ≤ 5/3.
Case 2. There are two jobs processed on machine M3 after time e, say jobs j1 and j2. Without loss of generality, we assume
that job j2 is processed immediately after time e and followed by job j1. In this case, we assume jobs j1 and j2 are processed
on one of the two other machines right before e, say j2 is processed onM1 and j1 is processed onM2. Also assume rj1 ≤ rj2 (If
rj1 ≥ rj2 , the proof is similar). It is easy to see that any two of the three machines have no common idle during [rj2 , e). Also
M1 andM2 have no common idle during [rj1 , rj2).
Next we need to consider the following three subcases.
Case 2.1. M1 and M3 have common idle in [rj1 , rj2). Let I1 = [b1, e1) be the last common idle interval, then I1 ⊆ [rl−1, rl),
where rj1 < rl ≤ rj2 . According to the density, M2 must process j1 during the entire interval of [b1, e). In this case, we also
have
L2(rj2 , e) = L1(rj2 , e) = 0.
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On machinesM1 andM3, we have
Cmax ≤ rl +
n∑
k=l
p1,k + L1(rl, rj2)+ p3,j2 + p3,j1
≤ C∗ + L1(rl, rj2)+ p3,j2 + p3,j1 ,
Cmax = C∗ + L3(0, rj1)+ L3(rj1 , e)≤ C∗ + rj1 + L3(rj1 , e).
Summing up the two inequalities above, together with the fact that
L1(rl, rj2)+ L3(rj1 , e) ≤ p1,j1 + p2,j1 ,
we get
2Cmax ≤ 2C∗ + rj1 + p3,j1 + p3,j2 ≤ 10/3C∗,
or
Cmax/C∗ ≤ 5/3.
Case 2.2.M2 andM3 are idle simultaneously in [rj1 , rj2). Let I1 = [b1, e1) be the last common idle, then I1 ⊆ [rl−1, rl), where
rj1 < rl ≤ rj2 . After e1 bothM3 andM2 process at most one job released before rl. Evidently the job is j1 and processed during
I1 byM1.
M1 has no idle in [rj1 , rl) and any two machines have no common idle in (rl, e). We have
L1(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj1 , rj2) ≤ rj2 − rj1 . (A.1)
It follows from the density that
L1(rj2 , e)+ L3(rj2 , e) ≤ p1,j2 + p2,j2 . (A.2)
L2(rj1 , rj2)+ L2(rj2 , e)+ L3(rl, rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e) ≤ p1,j1 + p2,j1 . (A.3)
In addition we have:
Cmax ≤ L1(0, rj1)+ L1(rj1 , rj2)+ L1(rj2 , e)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 + C∗.
Cmax ≤ L2(0, rj1)+ L2(rj1 , rj2)+ L2(rj2 , e)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 + C∗.
Cmax ≤ L3(0, rj1)+ L3(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e)+ C∗.
Cmax ≤ rl +
n∑
k=l
p3,k + L3(rl, rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e)+ p3,j1
≤ L3(rl, rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e)+ p3,j1 + C∗.
Summing up the four inequalities above, together with Lemma 2 and (A.1)–(A.3), we have
4Cmax ≤ 4C∗ + rj1 + pj1 + rj2 + pj2 + 2p3,j1 + p3,j2 ≤ 7C∗.
Case 2.3. At most one machine idle at any time in [rj1 , rj2). In this case we have
L1(rj1 , rj2)+ L2(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj1 , rj2) ≤ rj2 − rj1 .
Also by Lemma 3, the number of idle machines during interval (rj1 , e) is at most one. We need to consider the following two
subcases:
Case 2.3.1.M2 has no idle in [rj2 , e). We have the following inequalities on three machines,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L1(0, rj1)+ L1(rj1 , rj2)+ L1(rj2 , e)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 ,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L2(0, rj1)+ L1(rj1 , rj2)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 ,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, rj1)+ L3(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e),
and also by Lemma 1,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, rj1)+ p1,j1 + p2,j1 .
Summing up the four inequalities above, we have
4Cmax ≤ 4C∗ + [L1(0, rj1)+ L2(0, rj1)+ L3(0, rj1)] + [L1(rj1 , rj2)+ L1(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj1 , rj2)]
+ L3(0, rj1)+ L1(rj2 , e)+ L3(rj2 , e)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 + p3,j1 + p3,j2 + p1,j1 + p2,j1
≤ 4C∗ + rj1 + pj1 + rj2 + pj2 + rj1 + p3,j1 + p3,j2
≤ 7C∗
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or
Cmax/C∗ ≤ 7/4.
Case 2.3.2.M2 has idle interval in [rj2 , e). Because of the density, we have
L1(rj1 , e) = 0,
and
L2(rj1 , e)+ L3(rj1 , e) ≤ p1,j1 + p2,j1 .
Consider,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L1(0, rj1)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 ,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L2(0, rj1)+ L2(rj1 , rj2)+ L2(rj2 , e)+ p3,j1 + p3,j2 ,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, rj1)+ L3(rj1 , rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e),
and also on machineM3,
Cmax ≤ C∗ + L3(0, rj2)+ L3(rj2 , e) ≤ C∗ + rj2 + p1,j2 + p2,j2 .
Summing up the four inequalities above, we get
4Cmax ≤ 4C∗ + rj1 + pj1 + rj2 + pj2 + rj1 + p3,j1 + p3,j2 ≤ 7C∗.
Combining all the above results, we reach the conclusion of Theorem 4. 
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